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Sneak Peek...

NAVDoctor
NMEA 2000 networks are used extensively for interfacing
marine electronic products. The technology is based on a
robust Canbus architecture, but one bad device, cable or
termination can have a detrimental eﬀect on performance.
Fault ﬁnding can be time consuming and tricky.

NMEA 2000
Network Diagnostics
Made Easy

NAVDoctor is a portable NMEA 2000 network diagnostic
tool/tester which quickly allows you to check and diagnose
the NMEA 2000 network. It combines the functionality of
existing NMEA 2000 display programs and test equipment
into a single, cost eﬀective, simple plug ‘n play box.
It’s self powered from the network and creates a local wiﬁ
point for a mobile phone, tablet or PC to connect. Once
connected, you simply access functions through a web
browser so there’s no complicated software to install.
NAVDoctor is an essential tool for every marine electronics
technician or installer as well as serious DIY boat owners and
also oﬀers the capability of printing a network health check
certiﬁcate to validate an installation and improve customer
service. Find out more inside...

DIGITAL UPDATE
August 2020
NEW Product! NAVDoctor NMEA 2000 Diagnostics Tool
NEW Solutions! AIT5000 integration with NKE instruments, pilot and Weather 4D app
NEW Solutions Guide! Lots of great ideas to integrate Digital Yacht products
NEW Product! DST810 Speed, depth, temp and attitude transducer

Stay Safe! We’re Open & Working Safely Despite The Covid Pandemic
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NAVDoctor
NMEA 2000 Diagnostics Tool
Easy fault finding & diagnostics for NMEA 2000 networks
NMEA 2000 networks are used extensively for interfacing
marine electronic products. It’s based on a robust
Canbus architecture, but one bad device, cable or
termination can have a detrimental effect on
performance. Fault finding can be time consuming and
tricky.

NAVDoctor can display a list of
all connected devices - drill
down on a device for status,
serial number and software
revisions

NAVDoctor is a portable NMEA 2000 network diagnostic
tool/tester which quickly allows you to check and
diagnose the NMEA 2000 network. It combines the
functionality of existing NMEA 2000 display programs
and test equipment into a single, cost effective, simple
plug ‘n play box.
It’s self powered from the network and creates a local
wifi point for a mobile phone, tablet or PC to connect.
Once connected, you simply access functions through a
web browser so there’s no complicated software to
install.

NAVDoctor can display a list of
all PGNs on the network with
drill down on individual data
fields

NAVDoctor is an essential tool for every marine
electronics technician or serious DIY installer and also
offers the capability of printing a network health check
certificate to validate an installation and improve
customer service.

Easy plug ‘n play
installation

Ÿ No special apps or software
required – built-in web
interface
Ÿ Works on any mobile device;
iOS, Android, Windows, Mac,
etc
Ÿ Connect wirelessly and view
data through a web browser
Ÿ Lists all devices on the
network
Ÿ Displays all PGNs on the
network
Ÿ Drill down into a particular
PGN and decode/display its
data
Ÿ Display and log the RAW
NMEA 2000 data
Ÿ Check the network health,
voltages, bus load, error
frames, etc.

NAVDoctor can also log and save raw NMEA
2000 data - great for analysis if there are
interfacing issues

NAVDoctor
also checks
for physical
status such
as bus
voltages
and frame
errors

NAVDoctor will be available in September 2020 - email
navdoctor@digitalyacht.co.uk for a full preview & special
offer launch pack.
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Find out more at www.digitalyacht.co.uk
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AIT5000 Class B+ Transponder
Integrate with NKE & Weather 4D
DIGITAL
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iPad Navigation with AIS, GPS, Instruments & Autopilot Control
Here are some ideas from a real life Digital Yacht AIT5000 installation
with iPad connectivity and integration with world beating NKE sailboat
instrumentation and autopilot control. NKE is a French company that has
been developing instruments and pilots dedicated to the ocean yacht
racing market for more than 30 years. Look at any professional sailing
boat and you’ll see they are the instrument system of choice. Combine
with our AIT5000 Class B+ AIS transponder and an iPad running the
advanced Weather 4D app and you’ve an amazing integrated system.

The AIT5000
has a built in
VHF-AIS antenna
splitter

The AIT5000 is a Class B+ transponder utilising the latest SOTDMA 5W
technology for faster, super reliable position reports. It has a built in
VHF-AIS antenna splitter too so there’s no need for extra masthead
antenna clutter as the VHF antenna can be shared with VHF and AIS.
The AIT5000 also features a built in WiFi interface allowing connection to
the iPad. AIS targets and GPS position in real time is then overlaid on
the Weather 4D application. The picture below shows a screen shot of
the app with AIS and GPS data. Tap on a target for boat details and see
their heading with a neat heading vector.
NKE use a proprietary
interface called
TopLine but they also
offer a simple
interface box to
output NMEA
instrument data to
and from the
AIT5000. Some
systems also have a
native NMEA 0183
output so getting
access to the data is
easy.

The wireless interface on the AIT5000 is bi-directional so
route data can then be sent back and can control an
autopilot. Weather 4D outputs PDB, BOD, BWC, RMB, XTE
and WPL messages.

AIT5000 - The Navigation Hub
The AIT5000 also has traditional NMEA 0183 and NMEA
2000 interfaces so AIS data can also be displayed on
traditional multi function displays and plotters. There’s a
USB connection for programming and we recommend a
NMEA-USB adaptor for permanent connection to a PC or
MAC.
The wireless interface supports up to 7 connected devices
so multiple iPads or tablets can be utilised throughout the
boat - even running different apps.

Other apps too...
You can see the yacht underway in the screen
shot to the right and note how there’s a wind
data instrument display attached to the boat’s
icon so you can instantly and easily assimilate
all the boat data at a glance. Weather data can
be downloaded as an animated forecast from
the web and on the same display, there’s an
overlay of wind data. You can also have
barometric pressure, wave and temperature
information.
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The AIT5000 is compatible with
100s apps for Android and iOS
including Navionics, iNavX,
NavLink, SeaPilot, iSailor,
SailGrib, AquaMaps, NV Charts
and iRegatta. With tablet and
iPad navigation you’re not tied to
proprietary formats - choose the
best charts for your region and
functions you require. Check
our blog at www.digitalyacht.net
for the latest app reviews too.

www.digitalyacht.co.uk
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Great New Ideas
For 3rd Party Interfacing
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Digital Yacht Solutions Guide - Download Now!

The example solution here shows
how an Icom M506 VHF can be
integrated with our latest AIT2500
transponder, to not only show AIS
targets, but also initiate DSC calls.
Great ideas, great systems and
great value!

NOW SEE
AND BE SEEN

EXISTING VHF ANTENNA
DIGITAL
R

Manufactured in the UK
10-30V DC OPERATION ONLY
Compass safe distance 1m
NOTE: Case is connected to DC ground
DC supply should be fitted with 1A fuse

YACHT

AIT2500 Class B+
RED
POWER +
BLACK
POWER ORANGE
NMEA 1 OUT +
BROWN
NMEA 1 OUT TURQUOISE
NMEA 1 IN +
GREY
NMEA 1 IN PINK
NMEA 2 OUT +
VIOLET
NMEA 2 OUT YELLOW
NMEA 2 IN +
GREEN
NMEA 2 IN WHITE
REMOTE SWITCH+

USB TO PC

BLUE

N2NET

NMEA 2000 Certified

REMOTE SWITCH-

Compass Safe
Distance 1m
10-30V DC
Operation Only
NMEA 1 38400 baud
NMEA 2 4800 baud

POWER-DATA

TECH SUPPORT
+44 1179 554474
www.digitalyacht.co.uk
PART NOS ZDIGAIT2500

BNC - VHF ANT

AIS Transponder

TNC - GPS ANT

Digital Yacht Solutions is all about
integrating our range of products
with 3rd party systems to maximise
value and functionality. A new 12
page catalogue of ideas is available
to download from our blog site at
www.digitalyacht.net - just search
Solutions. There’s a special section
too on portable and iPad navigation.

GPS ANTENNA
SUPPLIED WITH
AIT2500

NMEA 0183 AND USB INTERFACE

NMEA 2000 BACKBONE

= Add Class B+ AIS transponder capability to your Icom

M506/M605 VHF
= Latest SOTDMA 5W technology ideal for high speed vessels
= Instigate a DSC call from targets viewed on the VHF
= Great value solution with no need for a second VHF antenna

with SPL2000 splitter

New DST810 Depth, Speed, Temperature & Attitude Sensor
Our new DST810 is a NMEA 2000 depth, speed and temperature transducer
with the addition of an attitude sensor for pitch, heel and roll. It also
features a BlueTooth interface which can be used for advanced calibration
such as speed corrections based on heel and depth oﬀset. Calibrations are
stored in the transducer allowing corrected data to be used across the NMEA
2000 network.
Product
GBP
The drawing below shows a
DST810 NMEA 2000
350.00
typical iPad based solution for
TRANSDUC
ER SENSOR
WND100 WIND
250.00
boat instrumentation with a
IKONVERT NMEA 0183/2000
115.00
NMEA 2000 backbone and our
WND100 wind sensor. Data is
GATEWAY
NAVLINK 2 WIFI GATEWAY
175.00
sent via the NavLink gateway.
NMEA 2000 STARTER KIT
65.00

NMEA
2000
BACKBONE

Wind Sense

DST810
NMEA 2000

X

iKonvert
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NavLink
Wireless Gateway

3RD PARTY
NMEA 2000
PRODUCTS

Find out more at www.digitalyacht.co.uk
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Latest tech news, product
information and industry ideas...
Take a look at the contents section of our newsfeed site
below. Find up to date app interfacing ideas, connection
data and schedules for our products with 3rd party systems
and industry ideas. It’s a great resource and available now
for FREE!

www.digitalyacht.net
Search Digital Yacht on line for your local website PLUS follow
our daily newsfeed and blog at www.digitalyacht.net

www.digitalyacht.co.uk www.digitalyachtamerica.com
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@DigitalYacht
Digital Yacht Limited
digitalyacht
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